
Newton's Laws 
Honors Physics 2009/10 

PHRICTION PHUN - DON'T LET THIS SLOW YOU DOWN 

A 20 kg box is pulled up and to the right with a 200 N force (Fa) at a 30° angle above the 

horizontal. The coefficient of friction between the box and the surface is 0.5. f'"
· 	 rF.....,

1. 	 Draw a FBD in the using the box to the right Make sure 
you label all your forces with proper names. f Fa h...)C 

2. Determine the horizontal and vertical components of your applied force 

3. Determine the weight (force of gravity) of your box. 

4. Write Fynet equation here (you have 3 forces): Fynet, = FII"" t=Ay - Fa =0 

5. Now, using your Fynet equation, calculate the normal force: FN :. s=~ _F'""I 
FtJ= ,q~- )00 	 qc.. f\I 

6. 	 Now, calculate the force of friction acting on the box: 

I=Fr:. M, J=tJ ': 0.,-(,0.(,,\ 
7. Write your Fxnet equation here (you have 2 forces): Fxnet, = ~A.-,( - FF =ma 

9. 	 Calculate the acceleration of the box: ~ - J:F -:. li 3 -&..J e -:.. \~5'N 
F I1-S 

CL ~ ~: U 	 (", t.5,.,./s z.. 
10. If the box starts from rest, determine the velocity of the box after 4 seconds. 

V.,. .... " I' ~ ~ t:; ::. c.. 2.,.('4) = 2.~ ,...J.s 
11. Determine the distance traveled in those 4 seconds 

d -:. 'J1-A. t:.1. 5D", 
": IJ'Z..((,.2~ )('"1)'Z. 
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Newton's Laws 
Honors Physics 2009/10 

PHRICTION PH UN - PART 2 

A 20 kg box is pushed down and to the right with a 200 N force (Fa) at a 30° angle below the 

horizontal. The coefficient of 'friction between the box and the surface is 0.5. 


1. 	 Draw a FBD in the using the box to the right. Make sure 
you label all your forces with proper names. 

2. 	 Determine the horizontal and vertical components of your applied force (Fa) 

3. 	 Determine the weight (force of gravity) of your box. 

Ff) : M~ :. 2..0 ( 4:\.e,) 
4. Write Fynet here (you have 3 forces): Fynet, = r=IJ -I=".. y - e =0 

5. Now, calculate the normal force:fN ": F=!) of. ~A't 
J:'IJ:' I c\ c., +-\00 

6. 	 Now, calculate the force of friction acting on the box: 

~F .,. ~ t:tJ -:.. O-S(2.",,) ~ 
=ma7. 	 Write your Fxnet, here (you have 2 forces): Fxnet, 

8. 	 Calculate Fxnet, : 

--z..s IV~~ NET:' 1,.3 - l'-le ':. 
9. 	 Calculate the acceleration of the box: 

2,S"_r=N e+:. "'"- 6.. ":. 1= HET .. 
~. "Z.,O 

1O. If the box starts from rest, determine the velocity of the box after 4 seconds. 

Y4 -:. &\t ":. 1, 1,5'L'"I ) 

11. Determine the distance traveled in those 4 seconds 

d ~ 1/1.(;.. -b" ':. t (I.t,) "It. 

12. Were your forces of friction different in the two problems? Why does this happen? 

yES 
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